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Pressure Switch 5. Ignition Electrodes the gas and electrical supplies. Isolate Carry out steps 1 and
2 as above.Remove the 2 Drain the boiler as in step 12. Open the Remove the casing as step 1
unscrew four self tapping screws securing the sea clips on the 3 way valve hydraulic motor electrical
box cover removing the 2 led chamber front panel. CODE FAULT Overheat sensor switch open.
Overheating defect without lock out. Antifrost mode on pump in operation. Antifrost mode on burner
and pump in operation. If you continue without changing your settings, well assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the website. However, you can read our Cookie Policy here. Accept
and Continue. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. The boiler kept igniting, but stopped and started. Today, I changed the valve,
which cost 60. Turned the boiler on, but theres loads of air in. The boiler still ignites, but much the
same as before stops and starts. Now, I realise all the air should be out of the boiler first. But, as
theres no manual to refer to, is this boiler selfbleeding. Ive run it for 30 mins. Once, the pressure
dropped to zero, so I presume that was air being vented. I left it to cool for an hour, and
repressurised. Its still full of air. So, I have 2 questions 1, Does the previous intermittent firing sound
like the 3 way valve and has she wasted 60 2, How do you bleed the boiler, if needed. Thanks in
advance.Diverter valves on this boiler are prone to failure, so chances are it will be useful one day.
The boiler has an AAV automatic air vent above and behind the pump. Providing the small red plastic
cap on it is open, it should vent the air. You probably need to find a boiler engineer who understands
how the Britony works. The best manual for this boiler is the manual for the Baxi Genesis which is
virtually the same boiler try the Partsarena
site.http://www.lacavenormande.fr/userfiles/20200913102936.xml
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A further development The guy she bought the house from says he had the same problem. An
engineer changed two thermisters at a cost of about 20. He showed him how the old ones had scaled
up. Problem solved. Once I get hold of a manual, Ill find and change them again. Fingers crossed.
Click to expand. I read your post and meant, once I get hold of a manual from the partsarena site.
Been there and found the info I needed. Thanks for that. The boiler still doesnt work after changing
the 3 way valve, bleeding the boiler as you suggested and checking the thermisters for scaling still
looked like new. The pump runs constantly, and the boiler still tries to fire up intermittently. I
swapped the wires over to the 2 thermisters, and it worked a treat, until the boiler didnt stop boiling
and made a noise like a jet taking off. After Id ducked a bit, I checked the wiring diagram to make
sure and put them back onto their correct thermisters. The friend is adamant that the 3 way valve
was the problem, and after 16 years in the trade, he says he knows what hes talking about. Decided
to call in British Gas and pay them the 132 to sort it out. Ill let you know when theyve been if I am
that idiot or if the egg is on someone elses face. My daughters still 60 out of pocket, plus the British
Gas charges. I suppose theres a moral in there somewhere The fault was nothing to do with the 3
way valve. They found the flowpressure valve faulty. This possibly caused one thermister to go out of
calibration. So much for my visual check of the thermisters They changed both parts and all was at
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peace with the world. Less than an hour, including paperwork. Great service and great result. No,
before you ask, Im with NPower All for a measly 132 allinclusive charge. Thought Id let you know in
case anyone else has a similar problem. Click to expand. Sounds like the basic problem was the air
in the system. Was the auto air vent screwed
shut.http://www.santaclaradistribuidora.com.br/admin/fckeditor/uploads/cub-cadet-manuals-zero-tur
n.xml

The CH flow switch should have stopped the boiler if it was low on water. By the way the different
looking Chaff Instrs are at I may have got the name wrong. They changed the complete part and the
corresponding thermister. All I know is, it worked when theyd done. And I watched them. Plus, its
not really in their interests to tell me porkys, is it. They dont get any more money for it. No, the
pressure was fine and the system quiet once I vented the air as instructed previously with the AAV.
The AAV It has a red cap. The cap was screwed down. I unscrewed the cap, vented the air, and
rescrewed the cap down. Are you saying the cap should be left permanently unscrewed to vent the
air. Either way, if it was purely air in the system, once Id vented the air, the boiler should have fired,
no. And, the boiler didnt fire in either hot water or ch mode. I know for a fact the red cap has never
been touched before the problem started. I dont mean to sound like Im arguing, cos I dont know
enough about boilers to be able to argue. Im just stating the facts, and the questions they raise in my
mind. Im grateful for any help and advice anyone ever gives me. No Im not arguing, Im just
interested to know what the problem was and there isnt a part with a name anything like you were
told. Inside part 9 theres a switch which detects the flow of water boiler side. What happens is that
the pump has nothing to pump except air, and the water cant get out of the boiler so it boils jet
engine noises!. If it 9 was sticking generally, it could also have been what stopped the boiler firing
when there was water flowing. Its a straightforward bit to diagnose, being electrical. With the
thermistor, about 30, must put my prices up!They listed the 2 parts on there. They had to fill in the
cost of the parts, and they said they were about 60 Ill reply in a couple of days. You can create your
listing free at DIYnot Local. The Main Combi 24 HE is a fully automatic gas fired wall mounted
condensing.

Atlantic 100 L VM COMBI steatite Atlantic 100 L VM CS. Baxi Combi 100 HE Plus. The Baxi Combi
HE Plus Range are fully automatic gas fired wall mounted.Comanda online Hidrofor Aquatechnica
Combi 10024. Pompa alimentare apa. Users and installation manual Mass Combi Pro. Greenstar CDi
Compact Combi ErP Operating Instructions. Manufactured from 01.09.2014 to. Greenstar 2430
Combi Operating Instructions. Manufactured from. Worcester GB162 50100kW Operating
Instructions. General Specifications and Performance Data.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to
refresh your session. Please DO NOT CLOSE this BROWSER. Need more information on how to fix
or maintain your boiler. Then this is the perfect manual for you. This are the same manual use by
repairman. This manuals are model specific and not generic. Prevent yourself from being cheated by
unethical repairman by getting this manual to fully understand the ins and outs of your device.
Manual contains detailed information for every owner and user alike. This manual will be made
available instantly via download upon completion of payment. No more waiting for days for
unreliable post. Also, print only the pages you need. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Weve had an engineer out this week to
service the boiler and diagnose the faults and hes come back with that it needs a new 3 way valve
motor but nothing about the PCB. Would it be advisable to have the PCB replaced at the same time
as the motor given the recurrent problem rather than pay out two sets of call out fees or could the
stuck valve also cause the above error code in some way. If money were no object wed probably
replace the boiler but that isnt really an option at the moment. Thanks in advance for any comments.
Dave.I think the cost of the PCB itself is around 115120 pounds.
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Ive found the Operating Manual I think if its useful at all However, the company we used for the
servicing has given quite a high quote for the PCB and slightly above the upper end of the price
range weve found on line. Weve not been overly impressed with them so far mostly v. poor
communication at every stage, and not very competitive so we will be getting some more quotes.
Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. I have a Chaffateaux and Maury Britony
Combi SE boiler which has broken down.according to the flashing lights on the front the problem is
no flame detection. I called British Gas for a one off repair who recommended I spread the cost and
take out a maintenence contract with them of course, I thought it would be easier on my wallet not
having to pay them a lump sum so took them up on the offer.The engineer came to my house, said
that the boiler wasnt on their Service list, that it could be a number of things that are wrong PCB
Board, electrode or the leads that connect the two and that it would take two weeks to get the
relevant parts meaning British Gas couldnt touch it and wouldnt be able to offer me a maintenence
contract after all.he then left. I called a local guy but he told me I actually needed a new gas
valve.that he would make some calls to try and find one and get back to me that day but never
did.after chasing him 3 times over 3 days with no response I gave up.Managed to find a PCB Board
myself from a great local company but because theyre so highly recommended theyre very busy and
cant actually fit it for 3 weeks!!!! Like everyone in this situation Im having a nightmare trying to sort
this out and am hoping I can call someone up, tell them the problem, give them the part and all will
be wellhopefully.Also, did this fix the problem. I have the same boiler and it comes up with the same
error code 60.
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A local plumber tried what he said was a new board, though it looked pretty tatty in the box it came
in, but I still had the intermittent fault. He then changed a pressure valve and eased me of 160
however I still have the intermittent fault. I can buy a new board but am not convinced it will fix the
problem, but as my plumber didnt really have a clue I cant see the point in getting him back. I
reckon I can change the board for the cost of a plumber coming back to not fix the problem. ML And
guess what The damn thing has packed in again only this time I can get hot water but no heating so
the valve has stuck the opposite way this time, So looks like to try and locate another valve and
spend another hour or so on my back replacing it.So if anyone is having a problem try both hot
water and heating separately and if the flames go out on either one it stands a good chance it is the
valve which is on the left behind the drop down plastic panel you will see a censor on the front with
2 purple wires coming from it. The main control for the valve is at the back where there is a plug
with 6 or 8 wires on it, but good luck coz its a pig to swap out. Any help appreciated. Any help
appreciated. Both faults are common. Have you tried power cycling to see if the boiler will reset I
downloaded an installation and user manual some months ago but cant see how to adjust the bath
tap flow rate. I have worked out that is probably why the water temp.If I run the cold tap in the
kitchen or anywhere else for that matter the bath tap water temp.Thanks for any help. If so, you can
reclaim the tax on it Were a journalistic website and aim to provide the best MoneySaving guides,
tips, tools and techniques, but cant guarantee to be perfect, so do note you use the information at
your own risk and we cant accept liability if things go wrong. Its stance of putting consumers first is
protected and enshrined in the legallybinding MSE Editorial Code.
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You may have to register before you can post click the register link above to proceed. To start
viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. UserFriendly
Manuals. Product Instructions. If you agree please click “accept”. You may here decline the use of
those cookies. You can manage at any time the use of cookies through your browser settings and
withdraw your consent at any time. For more information see our Privacy policy. Accept Literature
and manuals Whether you’re looking for an installation and service manual or some simple guidance
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on how to use your boiler, we hope you’ll find what you’re looking for in this downloads section. URL
Path For Installers Services and support Services Literature Literature and manuals Whether you’re
looking for an installation and service manual or some simple guidance on how to use your boiler,
we hope you’ll find what you’re looking for in this downloads section. Unknown Error An unknown
error occured. Please try again later.
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